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The Murder Mixer - And Other Detective Case Files by C.R. Downing is an engaging teen and young adult
mystery novel with four cases introduced through the perspective of a former Police Detective Lieutenant,
Philip "Dancer" Mamba. Mamba was introduced to readers in Traveler's HOT L - The Time Traveler's Resort and
reprised in Traveler's HOT L Volume 2 -New Tales from the Time Traveler's Resort. In this book, he's given the
floor all to himself-and he takes his readers with him. The stories take place in the mid 1980s -1990s and
create reader opportunities to solve crimes by following the leads provided by Detective Mamba. Mamba's
cases carry the reader through sunny California and Europe. Dancer uses only his senses and experience to
dig up evidence to support his theories for solutions to his cases. Teen and young adult readers will enjoy the
interactive aspects of the book. Readers are given a "you solve it" case complete with evidence-including
fingerprints-so they can test their own detective skills. The Murder Mixer is Volume 1 in a Mamba Mystery
series of interactive, private eye mysteries.
Justice is a great thing when someone has been wronged or violated. We want those guilty held accountable
for the crime they have committed. In this book you will read true stories of real case files of Detective Ron
Wallace. The stories are real but the names of the victim's and suspect have been changed to protect their
identity. The street names have also been changed. Some of the cases in this book will touch your heart and
then be filled with excitement. The book has been formatted into a case file format like a real case file. I have
tried to bring my experiences as a Police Detective to book form and give the reader a feel of being a
Detective. I hope this book may inspire readers to make sure that if someone they know or themselves
become more diligent in keeping peace.
Cold case investigators scrape back paint in a renovated flat where a murder was committed twelve years
earlier, and find a blood stain that leads them to a killer. Scientists extract DNA from crime-scene samples
collected in 1973, and a 21st-century hunt for a triple murderer begins. A forensic dentist probes the
mysterious death of an ancient Egyptian mummy. A long-forgotten palm print leads detectives to the real
perpetrator of a murder for which an innocent man has already served 12 years' jail. In this collection of
fascinating cold cases from Australia, the UK and the US, award-winning writer Liz Porter shows how modern
forensic science can unlock solutions for crimes and mysteries unsolved for decades, and, in some cases,
centuries. Praise for Liz Porter: "...each of her stories reads like good crime fiction... a compulsive read" - The
Sydney Morning Herald "A delightful and entertaining writer..." - Weekend Australian Winner of Davitt Award
for Best True Crime 2011
Everyone in the neighborhood thought the Reese family was no good, but it would be twenty-six years before
they really learned how bad they were… In July 2008, there were a rash of murders in Indianapolis, three of
which occurred during robberies committed by Brian Reese. It turned out he learned his life of crime at home:
his father, Paul Sr., who served as his lookout man, had been in and out of prison numerous times, and his
mother, Barbara—who was Brian’s getaway driver the day of his arrest (right after he shot a police
officer)—had once been convicted of embezzlement. The four Reese brothers had been in and out of prison
with more than three dozen convictions among them. It was no wonder parents warned their children to stay
away from the Reeses. But soon they would learn that the family’s secrets were darker than they ever
imagined… INCLUDES PHOTOS
A deeply-reported, riveting account of a cold case murder in Los Angeles, unsolved until DNA evidence
implicated a shocking suspect – a female detective within the LAPD’s own ranks. On February 24, 1986,
29-year-old newlywed Sherri Rasmussen was murdered in the home she shared with her husband, John. The
crime scene suggested a ferocious struggle, and police initially assumed it was a burglary gone awry. Before
her death, Sherri had confided to her parents that an ex-girlfriend of John’s, a Los Angeles police officer, had
threatened her. The Rasmussens urged the LAPD to investigate the ex-girlfriend, but the original detectives
only pursued burglary suspects, and the case went cold. DNA analysis did not exist when Sherri was murdered.
Decades later, a swab from a bite mark on Sherri’s arm revealed her killer was in fact female, not male. A DNA
match led to the arrest and conviction of veteran LAPD Detective Stephanie Lazarus, John’s onetime girlfriend.
The Lazarus Files delivers the visceral experience of being inside a real-life murder mystery. McGough
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reconstructs the lives of Sherri, John and Stephanie; the love triangle that led to Sherri’s murder; and the
homicide investigation that followed. Was Stephanie protected by her fellow officers? What did the LAPD know,
and when did they know it? Are there other LAPD cold cases with a police connection that remain unsolved?
Unsolved: the 1981 fatal shooting of Lorcan O’Byrne, who was targeted by robbers on the night he was
celebrating his engagement. Unsolved: the murder of Grace Livingstone, who was found shot dead in her
Malahide home in 1992. Unsolved: the abduction and suspected murder of Brooke Pickard, who was last seen
in Co. Kerry in 1991. Cummins also charts the re-investigation into the first case to be solved by the Cold Case
Unit: the killing and secret burial of Brian McGrath in Westmeath in 1987. The Cold Case Files will leave you
shocked that so many of Ireland’s evil killers have not been caught. But by outlining the on-going work of
Ireland’s cold-case detectives, this book will also give you hope that these killers will never be allowed to rest
easy, and that one day justice will come knocking on their door.
Solve It With Saxby, a new series aimed at unraveling the mystery of getting boys excited about reading.
Saxby Smart is no ordinary ten-year-old. He's the best detective in the world, or at least the best one who also
happens to be in elementary school. In this brand new series--with three cases in each book--the reader solves
the mystery alongside Saxby, getting peeks at pages of his casebook as the crimes unfold, and searching for
clues rather than letting the main character do all the work and have all the fun.
Now a New York Times audio bestseller! Detective Lt. Joe Kenda, star of Homicide Hunter, shares his deepest,
darkest, and never before revealed case files from his 19 years as a homicide detective. Are you horrified yet
fascinated by abhorrent murders? Do you crave to know the gory details of these crimes, and do you seek
comfort in the solving of the most gruesome? In I WILL FIND YOU, the star of Homicide Hunter: Lt. Joe Kenda
shares his deepest, darkest, and never-before-revealed case files from his two decades as a homicide
detective and reminds us that crimes like these are very real and can happen even in our own backyards.
Gruesome, macabre, and complex cases. Joe Kenda investigated 387 murder cases during his 23 years with
the Colorado Springs Police Department and solved almost all of them. And he is ready to detail the cases that
are too gruesome to air on television, cases that still haunt him, and the few cases where the killer got away.
These cases are horrifyingly real, and the detail is so mesmerizing you won't be able to look away. The tales in
I WILL FIND YOU will shock you like the best horror stories-divulging insights into the actions, motivations, and
proclivities of nature's most dangerous species. Don't mind the blood.
The recent National Research Council's report on forensic science calls for more fundamental education and
training in the science behind the discipline. Nowhere is this need greater than in crime scene investigations.
Long seen as merely "bagging and tagging," crime scene investigation and processing is now a complex
process, involving numerous sciences and methods. The Science of Crime Scenes addresses the science
behind the scenes and demonstrates the latest methods and technologies in depth. The Science of Crime
Scenes covers the philosophy of crime scenes as historical events, the personnel involved at a scene (including
the media), the detection of criminal traces and their reconstruction, and special crime scenes, such as mass
disasters and terroristic events. Written by an international trio of authors with decades of crime scene
experience, The Science of Crime Scenes is the next generation of crime scene textbooks. * Offers a sciencebased approach to crime scene investigation * Includes in-depth coverage of disasters and mass murder, terror
crime scenes, and CBRN (chemical, biological, radioactive and nuclear) - not covered in any other text *
Written by an international trio of authors with decades of crime scene experience * Instructor website with
lecture slides, test bank and case reports and a student companion site with study questions and image
collection
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